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Women in the Western Australian Parliament 1921-2012 

LYNN ELLEN MacLAREN 

~LC South Metropolitan Region 15 February 2005-21 May 2005; and from 22 May 2009 
( WA). Member Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs from May 2009. 

In Feb So h ruary 2005 when Lynn Macl.aren was elected to fill a short-term casual vacancy for the 
lJ ~t Metropolitan Region in the Legislative Council, she became the first person born in the 
w~tted States to win election to the Western Australian Parliament; however, by May 2009, 
"' en she returned to serve her first full term she had been J. oined by a second American-born 
•11emb . . ' er, Dr Mike Nahan, who was MLA for Riverton from September 2008. 

Lynn Ell dau ht en MacLaren was born in Colorado Springs, ~olorado, USA on _24 March 19?2, 
Cr g er of Alan Ross MacLaren, a major in the US Air Force, and Mane Ann Madelme 
Al~peau, a secretary. In the United States she was educated at Sandia Elementary School in 

W
. ehr~uerque, New Mexico in 1968· from 1969 to 1973 at Stearman Elementary School in 
IC It K ' Victor:: ansa~; an~, from 1973 to 1975, at George Air Forc_e Base Elementary School near 

Ju . Ille, Caltforma. Her high school education was also m the Victorville area at Hook 
g/~or High School from 1975 to 1978 and Victor Valley Senior High School from which she 
A: tat~d in 1980, although during 1979 she attended Albany Senior High School in Western 
to t~ ralta as a ~otary Youth Exchange student. Viewed in retrospect in her inaugural addresses 
Whe: ~ A Parlt~ment, Lynn described the time spent in the Albany area as an 'a-ha' moment 
Au t ?n a spnng day, atop a granite outcrop overloo'king the blues and greens of the 
Un~ ralt~n bush, I realised that "everything matters"'. 1 Accordingly, after a spell at the 
she1~::s1ty of California undertaking journalism studies and working at a small daily pa~er, 
lnstit urned to Western Australia in November 1982 and attended the Western Australian 

Ute of Technology (later Curtin University) in I 983. 

From 198 · • Pubr . 5 Lynn worked as a technical writer and then as the sole propnetor of a desktop 
she tshing business until 1997 when she was drawn to politics by a sense of outrage at the live 

ep trade from Fremantle. Her move from community activism commenced with an eight- 

WAPD(LC), 31 March 2005, p. 118. 
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year spell as research and electorate officer for Greens MLC Jim Scott, joining the party 
herself in 1998, and also as a research officer with Giz Watson, MLC (q.v.). In the February 
200 I election she contested the South Metropolitan Region in second place on the Greens 
ticket and when Jim Scott, who had headed the ticket, resigned in January 2005 to contest a 
Legislative Assembly seat, Lynn was elected on a recount on 15 February to serve the 
remaining term, expiring on 21 May 2005. As indicated above, at the time of her election she 
was the only person born in the USA ever to have been elected to the Western Australian 
Parliament but her parliamentary career then had to be put on hold as she had been unable to 
secure election at number one on the Greens ticket to serve the full four-year term 
commencing on 22 May 2005. 

During her enforced absence from Parliament between 2005 and 2008, Lynn was a senior 
policy officer and sector developmental officer with the Western Australian Council of Social 
Service, researching,' inter alia, antipoverty strategies and housing policy and developing 
regional community services networks. Then, at her third attempt in September 2008, Lynn 
was successful at winning a full term as MLC for South Metropolitan Region, and from June 
2009 served as a member of the Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs. 

Over the years Lynn's range of interests can be demonstrated by her association with 
Grapevine Collective and Spar Collective; a three-year term in the 1990s as inaugural 
president of the People Against Cruelty in Animal Transport; three years as a member of 
Animals Australia Executive Board; and, from 2004 to 2005, a role as chair of the Project 
SafeCom committee. She has also been associated with Pride WA and Gay and Lesbian 
Equality (WA). 

Lynn's broken terms of membership of the Legislative Council led to a situation where in 
effect she delivered two Inaugural Speeches. In March 2005 she was given the opportunity to 
make 'some introductory remarks', which in addition to promising a substantial commitment 
to environmental issues also included her looking forward 'to the opportunity to progress 
electoral reform'. 2 Forty-nine days later on 19 May she delivered a short farewell address 
focusing on such achievements as the reform of the electoral system in conjunction with her 
fellow Greens and the Labor Government, though at the same time regretting the nature and 
tone of the debates, which she suggested reflected 'the lower form of parliamentary debate, 
time wasting and personal attacks'. On this occasion she concluded with a description of 
herself as 'a future legislator looking for meaningful employment'. 3 

Four years later, on 17 June 2009, she was able to make what is regarded on the parliamentary 
website as her official Inaugural Speech. In this address she commenced by covering much of 
the same ground as she had in 2005 but then moved on to reflect on changes since her earlier 
Inaugural Speech. In this regard she spoke of the 'double whammy of climate change and peak 
oil intensified with the global financial collapse into what we now refer to as the "triple 
crunch"'.4 While welcoming some of the apparent changes embodied in the Australian 
reaction to the crisis, she nevertheless regretted the loss of the opportunity during the mineral 
resources-driven economic boom to 'build a foundation for social inclusion' and specifically 
the slowness in implementing 'some of the best laws in the country for gays and lesbians' 
which were passed in 2003. Above all, perhaps, she argued that 'of the things that have not 

Ibid. 
WAPD(LC), 19 May 2005, p. 1966. 
WAPD(LC), 17 June 2009, p. 5130. 
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changed but remain the same, the transport of sheep from Fremantle is the most haunting' .5 
Indeed, in her very first speech she had indicated that where she had 'shied away from public 
life' until her 30s, it was live exports from the port of Fremantle which had triggered her 
'sense of outrage at cruelty' and her 'passion to make a difference'. 6 

During her relatively short parliamentary career Lynn has been particularly active on the floor 
of the House-for example, in August 20 I 1 she asked no fewer than 22 questions-and the 
demands were such that in May 2005 the House worked about 140 hours during 17 sitting 
days. As a Greens member, to use her own words, the workload was substantial and in 'our' 
party 'there are no backbenchers'. One of the debates on bills or motions on which she spoke 
was the Voluntary Euthanasia Bill in September 2010, introduced by one of her colleagues, 
Hon Robin Chapple. In Lynn's words: 

It is apparent from my research that should this bill come into effect as a law, it will make a 
world of difference to a very small number of people, and for those who oppose the changes it 
would bring about, there would be no discernible difference in the life they lead. Those who 
oppose euthanasia never have to take up that option. They might never need to use it, but to 
deny another human being who has suffered for any length of time the right to die in peaceful 
circumstances, I say, lacks compassion ... Death comes to each of us, but we may have a 
choice of how to meet it.7 

On a motion in November 2010 calling for the Government to make a more significant 
response to the global financial crisis in terms of developing tourism, she used Rottnest Island 
as the focus of her argument that the choice of developer should have been made giving due 
consideration to: 

... how the developers will manage the ongoing power and water requirements as well as 
minimise the impacts associated with a huge number of people who will be visiting Rottnest 
... Rottnest Island is an integral part of Western Australia's identity and it is subject to a high 
level of public interest." 

Arguing vigorously against allowing coal mining in the Margaret River area, she summarised 
her argument: 

Let us support our tourism industry and encourage dynamic ecotourism development ... These 
businesses would offer better long-term economic benefits to our state than a single mine, 
since they are ultimately more sustainable.9 

On the broader environmental issues Lynn claimed in November 2011 that: 

The evidence that climate change is extreme is out there. Human activity, in particular both the 
burning of fossil fuels and extensive land clearing, is contributing to an enhanced greenhouse 
effect. That is what we know is causing climate change ... Early precautionary action is the 

lbid., pp. 5 I 30-5 I 31. 
WAPD(LC), 31 March 2005, p. 118. 
WAPD(LC), 22 September 2010, pp. 7050-7051. 
WAPD(LC), 17 November 20 I 0, p. 8920. 
Ibid., p. 8922. 
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most responsible strategy, since the avoidance of future risk is }~e most cost-effective adaption 
response, particularly where development has not yet occurred. 

While in dealing with legislation to create special trading precincts with additional allowable 

trading hours she argued: 

The whole point to these shopping hours is that they are not compulsory but simply available 
to consumers who choose to take them up. We know that because of extended trading hours, 
part-time jobs in the retail sector are likely to increase ... Part-time jobs are about flexibility in 
life. People can more flexibly organise which hours they will work if they have a broader 
choice in hours .. :-Therefore this is about diversity ... catering for the diversity in our society 
that comes with a larger population ... My support for these bills takes a principled approach 
based on grassroots decision making through the support of the locally elected council and 
what it has asked for, and on a sustainable planning policy that has identified activity nodes 
where commercial activity is concentrated in specific locations.11 

Lynn has developed an approach to politics emphasising diversity and freedom of choice as 
values for government to support and enhance while at the same time ensuring that the long 
term consequences of growth and development do not despoil the beauty and attractiveness 
she found in the state when she first visited as a high school student. 

Reflections by the Member on Her Parliamentary Career 

In a recent interview following the announcement of his retirement, Australian Greens Senator 
Bob Brown said he wished politicians 'had more guts'. I've been reflecting on his comment, 
and assessing whether as a Greens parliamentarian I have lived up to his expectations. 

It isn't unusual for a woman to ponder whether she meets the expectations of an older male, 
whether it is her boss, partner or parent. In the Legislative Council, the Leader of the House, 
the President and the parliamentary clerks are all male. Almost all Ministers, including six of 
the seven Ministers who cover the I I portfolios of which I have carriage on behalf of the 
Greens in the upper house, are male. 

So I don't quite believe it when I read that this might be the last publication marking women 
in the Western Australian Parliament because of the tremendous gains we have made in 
electing a Legislative Council in which 47 per cent of members are women. Somehow, we 
haven't quite reached the summit where men and women are equal players in politics. Until 
we are representative at every level, in every role, we have work to do! 

In fact only this month, the Premier successfully lobbied a branch of his party to reopen 
expressions of interest for a candidacy in the seat of Church lands to enable a woman (who is 
new to the party) to challenge the five men who had already put their hands up. If the favoured 
new-kid-on-the-block does win the nomination, just think how those five men will feel? The 
thought of being a political representative without the active support of the party branch 
doesn't merit entertaining. 

II 

10 WAPD(LC), 9 November 2011, pp. 9119 and 9121. 
WAPD(LC), 16 September 20 I 0, p. 6764. 
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It is only on reflection that l bring to my consciousness the many ways that I make a 
difference in the composition of the Legislative Council. I bring to the Western Australian 
Parliament a whole lot of 'difference' being a woman, with an American accent, who is a 
lesbian and a Greens member. On this list, being a woman is the least marginalised group of 
which I claim membership. 

But does my presence in the elected membership of Parliament make a difference? 

I make a difference by expressing alternative views on protection of green space and native 
habitat from new highways and neighbourhoods, transforming farm economies from a reliance 
on live animal exports or genetically modified crops, improving education policy to stop 
homophobic bullying in schools, support for equality in marriage, planning policies to 
increase affordable housing, greater investment in homeless programs and social housing, and 
building light rail networks. 

I am most happy (and I think Bob12 would be, too) when, amongst the mountain of duties and 
responsibilities, I am working on tasks that connect to the issues l have identified as 'Green 
goals'. Making a difference in politics, to me, is measured by achieving these goals, though 
more often than not in the current composition of Parliament, the best I can hope for is to 
simply raise the matter in parliamentary discourse or in the published media. 

Only this morning, I was suddenly brought to tears by a woman I did not recognise, who 
passed me in a cafe on the East Fremantle riverbank, and said, 'Thank you, l appreciate all you 
are doing!' Why should l respond so emotionally to a simple compliment? Because, much of 
the time-specifically in Parliament- I have to steel myself to face hardened opposition who 
don't mind responding to me by being rude, dismissive, trite or indifferent. This cold 
treatment can wear you down. A little bit of kind acknowledgement can feel overwhelming 
but it goes a long way toward re-energising me. 

I make a conscious effort to engage in constructive respectful discourse wherever I am. Last 
night, I said a few welcoming words to the City of Cockburn's newest Australian citizens. I 
said 'I not only pledged to uphold and obey Australia's laws;' I took the further step 'to try to 
improve them' by being elected to State Parliament. 

I became interested in joining the party when I witnessed the Greens' commitment to 
consensus decision-making. Too bad Parliament doesn't follow the same protocols. It's not 
just my observation that the political culture in Western Australia has changed over the past 
decade or so. Certainly, women are making inroads in the halls of power. But I think the 
culture has been affected more greatly by single old party dominance. With one side of politics 
dominating upper and lower Houses, there is insufficient incentive to listen to the other 
arguments. Another consequence is that members don't listen and learn in the chamber. A 
party position has already been arrived at before dialogue begins. The players take their seats 
and act out their roles. Very little is real, as the quality of debate recorded in Hansard reveals. 

12 
Senator Robert James (Bob) Brown represented Tasmania in the Senate from July 1996 to June 2012 
and was parliamentary leader of the Australian Greens from November 2005 until his retirement. 
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Thankfully there are other opportunities, outside the hallowed walls of Parliament, to make a 
difference. For instance, r played a key role in uniting the Australian Greens by managing the 
process by which the Greens {WA) joined the confederation in 200 I. As a truly national party 
we have grown from strength to strength and currently share the balance of power in federal 
Parliament in both houses. The Greens (WA) long shared the balance of power in the 
Legislative Council, too. 'So we bring to the national party the wisdom gained over many 
years. 

I have taken many opportunities to foster changes in political culture. I've sponsored three 
young people in Youth Parliament. l have organised and held several community meetings 
where honest discourse built stronger alliances. And every day l meet with and represent the 
diverse voices within my electorate. 

I see my role within the Western Australian Parliament as facilitating better outcomes for 
those marginalised by traditional patriarchal structures. 

The Greens have a strong history of women presenting an alternative vision and voice in 
Parliament. I am proud to be part of that history and look forward to encouraging increasing 
numbers of women to take on senior roles within the Western Australian Parliament. 
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